PROFILE OF A MODERN DAY RENAISSANCE LEADER

Today’s highly competitive, fast-changing, knowledge economy is a significant period of rebirth, akin to past Renaissance periods. A new set of leadership skills is required. Renaissance Leaders are high-integrity sensitive, self-aware individuals who are:

PASSIONATE
About high performance and about helping to make the world a better place.

MULTIFACETED
Well versed in both the Arts and Sciences, with an ability to draw on ideas from diverse disciplines and economic sectors.

EAGER LEARNERS
Demonstrate an open mind, an awareness of their own cultures and a willingness to learn from others.

INSTINCTIVE COLLABORATORS
Apply a global, holistic mindset and demonstrate an instinct for organizing and participating effectively in collaborative actions to co-create innovative solutions.

ABLE TO CONNECT DOTS
They practice systems thinking, with capacity to think back from the future, synthesize & integrate diverse information for application to a complex task.

FUN TO BE AROUND
They have a sense of humour, display grace under pressure and passionately inspire courage in others to dramatically improve organizational performance.

Don Simpson is the Chief Explorer for the Renaissance Expedition, searching the world to identify, connect, support and promote a select group of Renaissance Leaders.

Connect to start your journey:
www.DonaldSimpson.ca | dsimpson@innovationexpedition.com
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